Section III, The Primary goals for this project are as follows, Designs for Rooms 202 and 203, Description, Item number 4 on page 5 are revised as follows:

4. The control panel will need to be programmed for control of the Lutron lights and the Lutron window shades as well as all of the A/V needs.

Section III, The Primary goals for this project are as follows, Designs for Rooms 202 and 203, Description, Item number 10 on page 5 are revised as follows:

10. The room(s) video conference solution will be required to provide software-codec based conferencing. This solution needs to include a PTZ camera and a ceiling mounted beam forming mic array located above the table for web-based conferencing calls.

Section III, The Primary goals for this project are as follows, Design for Room 207, Description, Item number 5 on page 6 are revised as follows:

5. Four NVX decoders will be used for the displays. One for each of the wall mounted displays in the front, back and both sides

Section III, The Primary goals for this project are as follows, Design for Room 207, Description, Item number 11 on page 6 are revised as follows:

11. Additional rack mounted hardware needs to be installed in Hardware Closet Room 208.

Section III, The Primary goals for this project are as follows, Design for Room 227, Description, Item number 1 on page 6 are revised as follows:

1. The room will require an interactive display at the front of the classroom. This display should have an 80” or greater screen size.

Section III, Tasks and deliverables required from this effort will include but are not limited to, bullet point 7, on page 7 are revised as follows:

Give access to all of the source code developed for the solution.
No other changes are made to the RFP.

Please submit a signed copy of this Addendum No. 1 with your proposal.
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